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 Explain the 
difference between 
indirect and direct 
(authentic) 
assessment 
 Apply ACRL 
standards & learning 
outcomes  
 Create a “quick 
write” exercise to 





 “The systematic 
collection of data and 
information across 
courses, programs 
and the institution, as 
an integral part of 
teaching and 
learning used to help 
both, and an essential 
component of a 
college’s mission.” 
Morante, 2003 















Blackboard, SurveyMonkey, Qualtrics 
ACRL standard(s)/ SLOs 
Scoring rubric 
Scores gauge success of IL sessions 
 
Outcomes 

















• How will I 
know how the 
students 
performed? 
• Find three 
scholarly 
articles  on 
topic 
• How to use 
Academic 
Search Premier 
• Short intro to database 
• Teams researching       
topics 






• Scoring rubric 
Adapted from Kenney (2008)  
Assessment  
Quick writes/quizzes SLO data for Educational Effectiveness Department 
Curriculum Maps/Collection Development 
Integrate IL into courses Library resources 
Program Reviews 
Department chairs Subject liaisons 






• Identify key courses for integrating information literacy 
Competen
cies 
• Determine IL competencies for each course 
SLOs 
•  Align ACRL standards/campus SLOs with competencies 
 
Instruction 
• Review syllabi & course assignments 
























Psychology Quick Write: http://bit.ly/KXFN7b 










 Quick writes & 
quizzes are snapshots 
 Assess students over 
time 
 Create quick 
writes/quiz items 
bank 
 Embed quiz items in 
course exams 
 Focus on 1 -2 SLOs  
 
 
Calibrate scoring of rubrics 
Determine best usage of rubric data 
 Integrate direct evidence of information 
literacy into program reviews 
Differentiate levels of information literacy 
(freshman, graduate, etc.) 
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